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Tokemak C.o.R.E. 2 Reactor Bribe Refund

This proposal provides $1,295,964.93 in FOX tokens to the #1 reactor position on the recent C.o.R.E. 2 Reactor vote on behalf of the DAO. These bribes were used to secure a reactor (requiring 39 bribe donations) to the FOX holders that secured/won a reactor (requiring 39 bribes) in recent reactor vote. This refund provides assurance to the community that the DAO appreciates and rewards those FOX holders that secured/won a reactor (requiring 39 bribes). A refund in the amount of 1,295,964.93 FOX will be paid out to 9 addresses (from 14 transactions). The benefits of having a reactor are vast, not just from the tokenomics perspective, but in community goodwill. The refund will provide assurance to the community that the DAO appreciates and rewards those FOX holders that secured/won a reactor.

Community Moderation Workstream

Moderation supports all workstreams and all users which such as the development. The first community moderator, Pillow and Jack, were hired by FOX token holders. This community moderator is growing and it makes sense to establish a community Moderation Workstream rather than a single "Project Manager". This team of moderators will set up the verification process, they will be the point of contact for members having issues with the verification process. They will also act as the greeters of the DAO. This team of moderators will be clearing the path for new members, new contributors and new supporters by facilitating a fluid user experience.